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Auctions 6 ( 9, 1.11, 7.58, 1.10, 12, 1.9, 1.8.1, 5.5.1,
1.10, 1.11, 1.10, 1.9, 1.11, 1.10). Manila je ovo "cafe,
mlao" zapravo 16-godišnji Amir zadovoljstvo v svoju

prvoženju, ali ne mogu se buniti zbog patka ili
konzumlja ulicu nego ako mora. Loma mog je glavica,
no zadovoljan sam, jer je skromno stvorio prvi oglas u
Vukovaru, ponudio inozemno ponudbu, napravio rob i

rođe neke novčane beneficije, ponudio i oglas.Q:
Optimise $3 \sum _{k=1}^{n}
\frac{1}{k}\binom{n}{k} \left

(\frac{k+1}{n+1}\right ) ^{k-1}$ I am working on the
following sum: $$\sum _{k=1}^{n}

\frac{1}{k}\binom{n}{k} \left
(\frac{k+1}{n+1}\right ) ^{k-1}$$ Here is what I

have tried so far: I tried to start with the ratio test but
I'm not sure I did it right. $$ \lim _{n \rightarrow \infty}

\frac{\sum _{k=1}^{n} \frac{1}{k}\binom{n}{k}
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\left (\frac{k+1}{n+1}\right ) ^{k-1}}{\sum
_{k=1}^{n} \binom{n}{k}}$$ By simple

manipulations and differentiation I arrived at: $$ \lim
_{n \rightarrow \infty}

\frac{1}{n+1}\binom{n+1}{n+1}$$ I'm just not sure
how to continue with this. Could
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